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And so it begins, the disease enters on the quiet feet of The Innocents.It invades each and every

one of us.But, they say, plagues are like fires.At some point, they burn themselves out. Or not.FEAR

AND RUMOR CAN BE FAR MORE DANGEROUS THAN THE VIRUS ITSELF.A new dystopian,

post-apocalyptic fiction series from author Bobby Akart (The Blackout Series, The Boston Brahmin

series and the Prepping for Tomorrow series). The events depicted in The Pandemic Series are

fictional. They are, however, based upon historical

fact._______________________________________________IN BEGINNINGS, book one of The

Pandemic Series, a deadly plague virus has been introduced across the globe by ISIS terrorists

who are waging the mother of all wars - The Final Jihad. Dr. Mackenzie Hagan, a disease detective

and epidemiologist at the CDC-Atlanta and Nathan Hunter, an off-the-books operative for the

mysterious Project Artemis within the Department of Defense, join forces to both identify the

disease, but also to locate its source.After crisscrossing the planet in search of clues, Mac and

Hunter realize that this infectious disease is like no other, and with the jihadists implementing

theÃ‚Â plague as a tool of bioterror, there is not just one Patient Zero, but thousands.Mac,

unwillingly following in her mother&apos;s footsteps, elects to disregard her orders which came

straight from the President of the United States, and she rang the clarion bell, a warning to the

world, that no one is immune or safe from the perfect killer.Can a cure be found? Will the politicians

who are responsible for protecting our nation from all forms of enemies warn the public? Is it too

late? The saga continues in THE INNOCENTS, book two of The Pandemic Series.This is an

ingenious, inventive thriller about the threats we face from a global pandemic, and the use of

infectious diseases by terrorists as they wage jihad around the world. Drawing on his unique talent

to place the reader in a post-apocalyptic world, Bobby Akart delivers an explosive page-turner that

has you wondering - will there be a last patient?Note: The Pandemic Series does not contain strong

language. It is intended to entertain and inform audiences of all ages, including teen and young

adults. Although some scenes depict the realistic threat our nation faces from a worldwide

pandemic, and the societal collapse which will result in the aftermath, it does not contain graphic

scenes typical of other books in the post-apocalyptic genre.I believe more of our young people need

to lead a preparedness lifestyle. Studies show that our millennials do not have any of the basic

survival skills. By writing this series free of vulgarities and gratuitous sexual innuendo, I&apos;ve

intended it to be suitable for everyone.

Thanks._______________________________________________BOOKS IN THE PANDEMIC

SERIES:BEGINNINGS - Available NowTHE INNOCENTS - Available NowLEVEL 6 - Available



NowQUIETUS - Preorder now for early-August

delivery_______________________________________________SPECIAL DEDICATIONFinally,

the Pandemic series is dedicated to the disease detectives, the shoe-leather epidemiologists of the

CDC&apos;s Epidemic Intelligence Service, who work tirelessly to keep these deadly infectious

diseases from killing us all. They are selfless, brave warriors, risking their lives and the loss of their

families in order to fight an unseen enemy more powerful than any bomb.For more information and

social media contacts, visit BobbyAkart.com
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All I can say is another great book by a great author. Bobby Akart has done it again. I can't imagine

all the research it took to get everything right. I love Mac and can't wait to see what happens in the

next book. She is an awesome character and I feel like I know her. But then all of the characters are

great and draw you in to see what happens to them next.If this series doesn't wake you up to the

dangers we face and need to be prepared for then nothing will. I can't wait for the next one to be



released. If you are looking for a great series Pandemic is it. Get ready to have some hard truths

thrust at you at the same time you are scared to death. It's time to realize this could happen at any

time.

I have been waiting for this next book since I finished the first one - and I can tell you it is worth the

wait!! The story picks right up and continues with the continued spread of the pandemic. It never lets

up. Mac and Hunter grow their relationship while dealing with the situation in their own ways. I

finished the book in 2 days and now am sad that I have to wait for the next one. I would love to tell

you this a great story but it so much more than that and so real-life that I would be doing a

disservice to Bobby Akart who is so spot on it's scary.

Bobby Akart has done it again! This series has kept me on the edge of the seat throughout each

novel, staying abreast with the actions taken by his characters and the consequences of the spread

of this terrible disease. Just knowing that this could indeed come to happen in our world keeps me

wary of our world's future. As a fairly new prepper, I've taken notes of the preparatory actions taken

by Mac & Hunter as they tried to prepare for the onslaught of this deadly disease. Can't wait for the

final book to be published, which I pre-ordered. I've also read his Blackout Series and Boston

Brahmin Series and found them absolutely captivating and great reads as they twisted and turned

with action. Well done Mr. Akart, what a gifted writer.

There are so many things to say about this series, and especially this book. The amount of research

that went into the book is apparent. The character development continues to be exemplary. The

suspense of it all keeps you hog tied. The writing is personal, gripping, intense, human. But the

story...it's like watching the end of humanity on a 3D screen with those funky glasses. You are

THERE, or at least I was. This scenario is the most plausible for TEOTWAWKI to me. And I will

never shake hands again without thinking about this book. Read it. It may save a few lives.

Okay, so first, the book ends at 86% on my kindle. If you are like me, them thats a horrible

transgression. You think youve got a little more to go then BAM...Alright, pet peeve outta the way.

Solid character development and believable characters. Nice mix of science and dialogue. A little

action. Not all guns and tactics. No lengthy segments on the authors views of politics masked as

character thought.Its a solid read. Not a zombie book. Not the walking dead, but better for it. Already

preordered the next.



As a retired medical researcher I can vouch for the careful work that Bobby did to write this novel.

Indeed, I have walked from CDC on Clifton Road in Atlanta to the Starbucks at Emory Village on

North Decatur Road, however, at my age (retired from Emory U. for eight years), I could not do it in

15 minutes! May I cite one minor correction re a word, the plural of which is commonly misused by

being treated as singular - bacteria. This is the plural of "bacterium" which is the singular number.

The research that goes into these books is amazing. In this continuation of the Pandemic series,

Mac, Hunter, and the other characters fight in vain against the genetically engineered superbug

unleashed upon humanity. Not looking good for the home team. Will this series have a happy

ending? Only Bobby knows.

a excellent book 2 we have went from the planning and opening stages of the pandemic to the

opening stages of the collapse the plague brings on.
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